
What unexpected riches have you discovered during lock down? 

• Joy in online worship 
• Joy in new community spirit 
• Being able to worship without baggage (eg people asking you to sort the boiler, give out 

agendas…) 
• Paper based and online worship helping to reconnect with people on our lists who we 

haven’t seen for ages. (x2) 
• The things usually done as a presbyter that is unnecessary baggage and that hasn’t been 

missed (by the presbyter) eg running around chairing lots of meetings and realising it is not a 
main strength, being freed to do other things. 

• Videoing services not as scary as imagined 
• Dipping into worship from different places and of different styles 
• The situation has opened doors to the local council and local authority with the council being 

proactive in approaching the church to look at strategy over the next 12 months in 
supporting mental health issues. 

How can ministers and members be attentive to their own self-care, physically, emotionally and 
spiritually, as we move from lockdown to a new situation? 

• Nobody knows what the need is / will be.  Even specialist mental health teams don’t know 
what the needs might be and when.  Churches on the whole are not good at dealing with 
unknowns. 

• One circuit has volunteer chaplains in GP surgeries.  As lockdown started they were not 
wanted, even when offered a telephone presence.  Just beginning to re-engage.  As above 
GPs don’t know what and when needs might arise. 

• Need to remember time off (Lay and ordained).  Both the ‘proper breaks’ of holiday and also 
the mini breaks by not trying to move straight from one zoom meeting to another but 
allowing the time that would previously have been taken to travel from one meeting to 
another to give a break.  The challenges will be ongoing so self-care essential to avoid burn 
out. 

• It is about journeying together as pilgrims in the unknown rather than trying to offer 
solutions 

• There is a ‘communion of touch’ times when what is needed is a hug or handshake not a 
phone call – allowing that to be expressed as something people are missing. 

Other reflections 

• Experience of playgroup wanting to return in June and needing to take things slowly and 
work with them to find out their aspirations and enabling a return bit not as quickly as they 
hoped. 

• Getting over to people that this will take time (services resuming, other building use etc) 
• Protecting people from themselves eg preachers over 70 who insist they want to return to 

preaching immediately (ditto stewards…) 
• People who have never used technology who are now using smart phones to connect with 

and see family and as a result are engaging with church things on line as well. 
• Dilemma of how to continue streaming worship whilst delivering live worship without 

burning out. 
• Don’t want to loose all that we’ve gained 



• The digital divide remains a problem. People who don’t have equipment; unlimited 
broadband…  Should churches be seeking to provide phones etc? 

• (Universities are discovering the same problem. Some students have good facilities and wifi 
others are sharing a lap top with younger siblings  who are home schooling 

Priorities 

Noted the debates in conference.  People hear that the church as a connexion has lost a lot of 
income yet people keep pushing ahead with wanting funding for everything we used to support as 
well as new things. 

• The Conference in that respect has not been acting as a trustee body.  We haven’t talked 
about the priorities going forward and therefore which reports / work is prioritized over 
other things which we’d hoped to do prior to March. 

• Whilst we wouldn’t want to see lockdown extended it hasn’t actually been long enough to 
change habits. People still looking to go back to how things were. 

• Now seeing effects in different ways.  Eg churches who furloughed staff now having to make 
them redundant 

• We (at all levels) need time to reflect, to think about what we’ve learned (including by online 
conference) and to discover what God is asking us to prioritize. 

• To some extent the challenges at local church level are easier to deal with. Eg being 
proactive with user groups to discover their priorities and aspirations are in order to 
prioritize which are brought back first. 

• A positive, across a circuit been trying to get a youth forum going.  It has now started on line 
so aim to keep it going online as we move forward. 

• Very aware of the widening inequalities.  One place an interfaith group are petitioning on 
behalf of the homeless who have been housed in hotels but are facing going back on the 
streets with no support.   

Final points 

• Encouraging small groups (home groups, cell groups…) to start meeting even in open air to 
help develop confidence in going out again, mindful of people of all ages who having been 
isolated for 3 months are now fearful of what might happen if they venture out.  And – 
adding to that idea by suggesting they might invite a neighbour to join them. 

• Need to ensure we don’t go back to filling every moment of every day 
• Not loosing contacts made eg with neighbours who were not previously known, but remain 

in contact with people outside of the church. 

 


